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Vaccination Programs for Endemic
Infections: Modelling Real versus
Apparent Impacts of Vaccine and
Infection Characteristics
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Vaccine effect, as measured in clinical trials, may not accurately reflect population-level impact.
Furthermore, little is known about how sensitive apparent or real vaccine impacts are to factors such
as the risk of re-infection or the mechanism of protection. We present a dynamic compartmental
model to simulate vaccination for endemic infections. Several measures of effectiveness are
calculated to compare the real and apparent impact of vaccination, and assess the effect of a
range of infection and vaccine characteristics on these measures. Although broadly correlated,
measures of real and apparent vaccine effectiveness can differ widely. Vaccine impact is markedly
underestimated when primary infection provides partial natural immunity, when coverage is high
and when post-vaccination infectiousness is reduced. Despite equivalent efficacy, ‘all or nothing’
vaccines are more effective than ‘leaky’ vaccines, particularly in settings with high risk of re-infection
and transmissibility. Latent periods result in greater real impacts when risk of re-infection is high, but
this effect diminishes if partial natural immunity is assumed. Assessments of population-level vaccine
effects against endemic infections from clinical trials may be significantly biased, and vaccine and
infection characteristics should be considered when modelling outcomes of vaccination programs, as
their impact may be dramatic.

Vaccination is a potentially powerful preventive response against endemic infections, with two major
infectious diseases, smallpox in humans and rinderpest in bovines, having already been eradicated
through vaccination campaigns1–3. However, the impact of vaccination programs has not always met
expectations4–6, with its impact varying widely according to the setting in which it is introduced, making
policy decision-making challenging7–11.
This variation in vaccine impact makes it difficult to predict the true population effect of a vaccination
program. While the theoretical concept of vaccine efficacy describes the individual level benefit – how
much less likely an individual is to acquire infection following a given exposure – clinical trials assess
vaccine effectiveness at the population level. However, both may fail to capture the indirect effect of
vaccination, due to reduced transmission to unvaccinated subjects in the wider population. This indirect
effect is impossible to fully assess from clinical trial data alone. From a public health perspective, it is
the overall effect (that is, a combination of both direct and indirect effects) that should be considered
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to fully evaluate an intervention’s impact. This composite effect of vaccination is not readily assessed by
clinical trials, though some have tried to estimate it12,13, and so the direct effect is often presented as the
measure of a vaccine’s efficacy14–19.
Some aspects of the complexity involved in assessment of the vaccine impact have been addressed previously, with prior work considering the impact of different study designs, as well as different indicators
of vaccine effectiveness20,21. Longini et al.22 further highlighted the difficulty in finding the optimal design
for assessing vaccine impact, due to the impact of factors such as vaccine efficacy and force of infection,
and it has been shown that some configurations lead to incorrect estimates of vaccine effectiveness23.
Mathematical modelling provides an opportunity to consider the interaction between direct and
indirect effects within a population, and to re-examine approaches to estimating vaccine effectiveness.
Several modelling works considering different measures of effectiveness have highlighted the potential
limitations of the concept of direct effectiveness8,24–26. Models also allow for consideration of various
characteristics of the pathogen, vaccine and host immunity in order to identify modifiers of vaccine
effect. Gomes et al. have previously modelled the impact of the level of natural immunity acquired from
infection on the reduction of the disease burden27,28. Although both are important issues in assessing the
impact of vaccines, heterogeneity of vaccine efficacy across recipients and the potential for inaccurate
estimates are often studied separately, despite their interdependence having been described in relation
to acute epidemics of measles and influenza24. Vaccination modelling consistently considers one of two
types of vaccine: ‘leaky’24,29–33 or ‘all or nothing’ (‘AoN’)24,25,33–37. A ‘leaky’ vaccine provides the same partial reduction of susceptibility to every vaccinated individual, while an ‘AoN’ vaccine provides complete
protection to a proportion of vaccinated individuals, with the remainder receiving no direct benefit.
Despite the marked difference between these two approaches38,39, little previous work has explored the
population level impact of these assumptions.
In this study, we present a general model of endemic infectious disease that is flexible to assumptions regarding vaccine leakiness, the presence and duration of latency and the degree of protection
or increased susceptibility following a previous infection. We use this model to study the impact of an
imperfect vaccine, which may produce either partial or complete immunity in vaccinated subjects, to
assess both direct and indirect vaccine effectiveness. Next we consider the impact of re-infection on
vaccine effectiveness, varying the degree of protection against repeat infection from complete immunity
to increased susceptibility. We then highlight the discrepancies between the theoretical protection (vaccine efficacy), the observed impact (direct effectiveness) and the true outcome of vaccination programs
(overall effectiveness). This approach allows consideration of a broad range of vaccination outcomes,
in terms of both observed and population effects, using a model that is applicable to a broad range of
vaccines and infections.

Results

Table 1 shows the different parameters used in this model. Both baseline values and ranges are presented. The measures of effectiveness presented in this section correspond to a comparison between pre
and post-vaccination equilibriums (see the Methods section for a full description of the effectiveness
calculations).

Individual parameter variation. The baseline configuration results in estimates of 63% for both
overall and direct effectiveness with vaccine efficacy α assumed to be 70%. Figure 1 presents the impact
of variation of a single parameter on overall and direct vaccine effectiveness with other parameters held
at their fixed baseline values (see Table 1).
As would be expected, the parameters with the greatest impact on vaccine effectiveness are vaccine
efficacy α and vaccine coverage f. However, a marked difference between the impact on overall and direct
effectiveness is observed as vaccine coverage is varied (Fig. 2a). As vaccine coverage increases, overall
effectiveness increases markedly, while only a slight variation is seen in direct effectiveness. For example,
a low vaccine coverage (f =  0.2) leads to a high value for direct effectiveness (57%), while the estimate of
overall effectiveness is only 23%.
The basic reproductive number (R0) also strongly influences vaccine effectiveness, but, as for coverage, direct effectiveness is less affected than overall effectiveness (Fig. 2b). Furthermore, we note that the
impact of a vaccination program would be underestimated for less transmissible infections (R0 <  2), since
overall effectiveness is greater than direct effectiveness in such settings. By contrast, the impact would
be overestimated for more infectious organisms (R0 >  2), with direct effectiveness greater than overall.
The risk of re-infection also has a strong influence on vaccine effectiveness (Fig. 2c). When considering a relative hazard of re-infection (b) either equal to 0 (total natural immunity) or equal to one (risk
of infection unchanged after a primary episode), both direct and overall effectiveness are equal at 63%.
However, at values representing partial natural immunity (0 <  b <  1), overall effectiveness increases while
direct effectiveness remains stable leading to an under-estimation of vaccine impact. For example, when
assuming a partial natural immunity of 40% (b =  0.6), overall effectiveness is 98% while direct effectiveness is only 65%. By contrast, if we consider a higher risk of re-infection (b >  1) after primary infection,
as may be seen with sexually transmitted diseases, the population effect will be over-estimated.
The peak in overall effectiveness occurring at values for b of around 0.7 (Fig. 2c, area ②) arises from
disease prevalence reaching moderate levels in the unvaccinated population, while prevalence remains
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Parameter

Description

Baseline Value

Considered range

Disease related
1/γ

Mean duration of infectiousness

1 month

Fixed

l

Relative duration of latency compared
to the infectiousness duration

2

10−10 −  100
1 −  5

R0

Basic reproductive number

2

b

Relative hazard of secondary infection

1

0 −  2

σ

Infection-relative death rate

0

0 −  0.1 (/person/month)

Vaccine related
α

Vaccine efficacy

0.7

0 −  1

f

Vaccine coverage

0.5

0 −  1a

i

Proportion of vaccinated individuals
totally immunized

0

0 −  αb

c

Relative infectiousness of vaccinated
infectious individuals

1

0 −  1

16/1 000 persons/
year i.e. 62.5 years life
expectancy

Fixed

a

Demographic
μ

Natural annual death rate

Table 1. Baseline parameter values and range of variation analysed. aVaccine coverage used for the
post-vaccination phase, as this is null in the pre-vaccine phase. bThe proportion of individuals completely
protected after vaccination cannot exceed vaccine efficacy.

Figure 1. Results of individual parameter variations. The dotted blue range corresponds to an increase in
the parameter value, whereas the dashed green range corresponds to a decrease. Vaccines are assumed to be
‘leaky’ at baseline while ‘AoN’ vaccines are considered when i =  0.7.

much lower in the vaccinated population. That is, in the vaccinated population, disease prevalence
reaches very low levels around the transition between areas ① and ②, while in the unvaccinated population this occurs later – around the transition between areas ② and ③. By contrast, outside of this range,
prevalence in the respective populations is more comparable.
Direct effectiveness is relatively insensitive to variations of relative infectiousness for vaccinated individuals c, whereas overall effectiveness is more responsive to this parameter (Fig. 2d). That is, reduction
of infectiousness (c <  1) can lead to a substantial increase in overall effectiveness with only a slight rise
in direct effectiveness, resulting in underestimation of vaccine impact.
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Figure 2. Impact of single parameter variations on the different measures of effectiveness. (a) Variation
of the vaccine coverage. (b) Variation of the basic reproductive number. (c) Variation of the relative
hazard of re-infection. (1) Low prevalence regardless presence of vaccination. (2) High prevalence with
no vaccination whereas prevalence is still low in presence of vaccination. (3) High prevalence regardless
presence of vaccination. (d) Variation of the relative infectiousness for vaccinated individuals. (a,b) The
vertical dashed lines indicate a threshold in the parameter value after/before which a vaccination program
would be totally effective (i.e. herd immunity). Direct effectiveness is not measurable in such settings, as the
attack rate in vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals is zero.

Vaccine leakiness. With the baseline parameters, we note that an ‘AoN’ vaccine is slightly more
effective than a ‘leaky’ one when measuring overall effectiveness (Fig. 1, 70% vs. 63%). However, when
other parameters are varied, the gap between the two types of vaccine varies widely.
For a low vaccine efficacy (α =  0.2), an ‘AoN’ vaccine has a much greater overall effectiveness than
a ‘leaky’ vaccine (20% vs. 12%), while in high efficacy settings (α =  0.9) both types of vaccine lead to
equivalent overall effectiveness. (Fig. 3a)
When the infection is less transmissible (R0 =  1.75), overall effectiveness of both ‘AoN’ and ‘leaky’
vaccines are similar, whereas with a more infectious organism (R0 =  5) an ‘AoN’ vaccine leads to a better
overall effectiveness than a ‘leaky’ one (44% vs. 23%). (Fig. 3b)
Under the assumption that the vaccine does not reduce infectiousness for breakthrough infections
(c =  1, baseline configuration), an ‘AoN’ vaccine has a greater impact than a ‘leaky’ one (70% vs. 63%,
overall effectiveness). However, if a strong reduction in the infectiousness for these individuals is incorporated (c =  0.25), both types of vaccine are equally effective at the overall level. (Fig. 3c)
Risk of re-infection. As variation in the relative hazard of re-infection (b) led to large changes in

overall effectiveness when varied individually, we considered the impact of varying this parameter in
combination with a second parameter.
Figure 4a shows that the difference between a ‘leaky’ and an ‘AoN’ vaccine is conditioned by the relative hazard of re-infection. Indeed, if the relative hazard of re-infection is around 0.6, a ‘leaky’ vaccine
and an ‘AoN’ vaccine are equally effective, with an overall effectiveness reaching 98% in both situations.
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Figure 3. Results of the variation of the vaccine mechanism (through the parameter i) paired with
variations of other parameters (α, R0 and c) on overall effectiveness. The thin grey contour lines connect
points at which overall effectiveness takes the same value, with each successive line separated by a difference
of 10% in effectiveness. Continuous black lines indicate the ‘all or nothing’ vaccine configuration, while
dashed black lines correspond to fully ‘leaky’ vaccines. In panel (a) the value of i is bounded by the vaccine
efficacy α, with the diagonal of the graph corresponding to the ‘all or nothing’ configuration.

However, if the risk of infection is twice as high after primary infection (b =  2), the ‘AoN’ vaccine is much
more effective than the ‘leaky’ one (47% vs. 29%, overall effectiveness). For infections which involve a
high natural immunity (b close to 0), the ‘AoN’ vaccine leads once again to a higher overall effectiveness,
although the difference is slight compared to the ‘leaky’ vaccine.
When varied singly, the latency parameter l had no impact on overall effectiveness. Figure 4b shows
that variation of this parameter can have an impact when the risk of re-infection is varied (b ≠ 1). For
a situation where the risk of re-infection is low (b <  1), the introduction of a latency period leads to an
attenuation of the overall impact of the vaccine. By contrast, when the risk of re-infection is high (b >  1),
a latency period increases overall effectiveness. The same results are observed when considering an ‘AoN’
vaccine instead of a ‘leaky’ vaccine.
The vaccine coverage f is one of the parameters with the greatest impact on the vaccine effectiveness.
We noted on the Fig. 2a that there is a threshold for f after which the vaccine is totally effective (f =  0.72
with other parameters at baseline). Figure 4c shows how much this threshold could be reduced or
increased when we consider different risks of re-infection. Thus, when the relative hazard of re-infection
is 0.6, vaccine coverage of 0.65 is sufficient to achieve eradication, but with a high relative hazard of 2,
even complete coverage (f =  1) is insufficient to achieve this. This result remains valid for both ‘AoN’ and
‘leaky’ vaccines.

Discussion

Our study highlights the challenges of assessing vaccine impact and reinforces that the potential effectiveness of vaccination programs is poorly characterized by efficacy alone. We present a general model
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Figure 4. Results of the variation of the risk of re-infection (b) paired with variations of other
parameters (i, l and f) on overall effectiveness. The thin grey contour lines connect points at which overall
effectiveness takes the same value, with each successive line separated by a difference of 10% in effectiveness.
Continuous black lines indicate the ‘all or nothing’ vaccine configuration, while dashed black lines
correspond to fully ‘leaky’ vaccines. In panels (b,c) a ‘leaky’ vaccine is considered.

of vaccination for infectious disease, so that our conclusions are applicable to a broad range of infections
and pre-exposure vaccines. The structure and parameterization of our model allows us to demonstrate
several sources of heterogeneity and bias for vaccine impact estimates, and highlights that the measurable
effect, even from well-designed clinical trials, might not be a reliable measure of population level impact.
Our model incorporates different mechanisms of vaccine efficacy, including a continuous transition
between the two extremes of ‘leaky’ and ‘all or nothing’ (‘AoN’) vaccines. The model flexibility permits
the simultaneous consideration of multiple modifiers of vaccine effectiveness under different assumptions regarding the vaccine mechanism.
We demonstrate that ‘AoN’ vaccines are consistently at least as effective as ‘leaky’ vaccines, but prove
to be much more effective under conditions where diseases are more difficult to eradicate. In particular,
‘AoN’ vaccines are most beneficial when risk of re-infection is high, when the infection is highly transmissible or when the vaccine has low efficacy. Even though it is difficult to determine which mechanism
is associated with a given vaccine in practice, this study provides insights into why population-level
vaccination failure may occur despite significant biological efficacy. ‘Leaky’ vaccines in particular may
have an overall effectiveness that is significantly lower than the vaccine efficacy in certain configurations.
Furthermore we demonstrate that the impact of such assumptions regarding vaccine mechanism are not
trivial, suggesting that it may be worthwhile considering different scenarios when modelling vaccination
against infectious diseases.
We find risk of re-infection to be an important modifier of vaccine effectiveness. This observation
agrees with and extends other modelling studies focusing on the partial immunity acquired after infection associated with a ‘leaky’ vaccine27,28, however this finding has not previously been tested under varying assumptions regarding the mechanism of vaccine protection. We particularly notice that a vaccine
is most effective when individuals acquire partial natural immunity after a primary infection and that,
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surprisingly, the relative impact of vaccination is increased compared to a situation in which infection
results in total natural immunity. Varying the risk of re-infection also reveals the significant impact of
latency duration on vaccine impact, which is not appreciated on univariate analysis. We find that long
latency periods increase vaccine effectiveness when the risk of re-infection is high, whereas effectiveness
is attenuated in the setting of partial natural immunity. These conclusions demonstrate the need to
properly assess re-infection dynamics in order to forecast vaccine impact accurately. Our observations
concerning the impact of long latency could be particularly relevant to diseases such as tuberculosis,
although more focused study is needed. Indeed, our current model structure would need to be adapted
in order to be relevant to tuberculosis, as more complex latency structures are typically employed, as well
as the possibility of re-infection during latency40.
For some diseases, vaccine trials are generally undertaken in highly endemic settings in order to
minimize sample size required. However, we have shown that vaccine effectiveness can be dramatically
affected when diseases have a high basic reproductive number. This observation suggests that estimates
obtained in such trials could systematically underestimate the effect of a vaccine in lower burden settings.
The different results for direct and overall vaccine effectiveness highlight the potential gap between
the measured effect and the true population effect. Underestimation of vaccine impact is particularly pronounced when a primary infection confers partial natural immunity. This source of bias would be particularly important for a disease like pertussis which produces partial natural immunity after infection,
particularly given that this degree of immunity wanes with time41. This finding about partial immunity
recalls the relation established by Fine et al. between the apparent vaccine effectiveness and the degree
of heterologous exposure of the population42. Indeed, when the latter effect was assumed to provide partial protection to exposed individuals, observed vaccine effectiveness was reduced. When studied under
conditions of high vaccine coverage, vaccine effect could be dramatically underestimated, because the
unvaccinated group become protected by herd immunity. This result is consistent with previous modelling studies8,24, and demonstrates that assessments from large vaccination campaigns might be overly
pessimistic.
One limitation of this study is that we have focused on comparison of pre and post-vaccination equilibriums. This choice is justified by the fact that the infection dynamics after vaccine introduction are
highly dependent on the mode of implementation of the intervention which is dependent on the vaccine
itself. Future applied works based on this theoretical study may include a finite time-frame after vaccine
introduction for effectiveness calculation in order to generate estimates about vaccination programs of
specific duration.
Given that we considered equilibriums for calculating the vaccine effectiveness, we tried to find analytic
expressions for the non-trivial solutions of the steady state of the system. Unfortunately, such solutions
of the non-linear system could not be obtained even with the assistance of computer algebra software,
due to the large number of variables and parameters that directly impact these outcomes in our model
and therefore, such solutions would likely be unwieldy if they were obtained. While we acknowledge this
limitation to our findings, the ability to simultaneously consider the impact of several key parameters for
infectious disease transmission is also the major strength of the numerical results presented.
The findings emphasised by this theoretical study will be reinforced with more applied modelling
studies in future work. In particular, we will parameterise the model to individual diseases and adapt
the model structure where necessary to observe how our conclusions must be modified for specific
infections. Further, our modelling could be applied in parallel with clinical vaccine trials to better predict
the true impact of a vaccine. A recent study from Lehtinen et al. on human papillomavirus vaccination
illustrates the possibility of estimating herd immunity from clinical trials data43. In summary, this study
provides insights into the true impact of vaccination programs under various conditions and highlights
relatively common situations in which this impact could be underestimated. It also demonstrates that
clinical trials measuring direct effectiveness may be poor estimates of the true effectiveness of a vaccine
program. Mathematical modelling can help to improve accuracy in estimates of vaccine effectiveness, as
well to optimize the design of both vaccine clinical trials and public health interventions.

Methods

Model structure. We use a frequency-dependent dynamic compartmental model of infectious disease
to estimate the impact of a vaccination program, with individuals classified by both disease and vaccination state (Fig. 5). In all simulations, fully protected individuals are denoted (‘R’), while individuals who
did not receive complete vaccine protection are grouped by vaccination status (‘U’ and ‘V’ subscripts),
and into four disease compartments, namely susceptible (‘S’), exposed (‘E’), infectious (‘I’) and post-infection (‘S2’). The total population is denoted N, such that
N = SV + SU + E V + EU + I V + IU + SV 2 + SU 2 + R .

(1)

Demographic processes. Births and deaths are included in the model, with deaths not due to disease
occurring at the same rate (‘μ’) in every compartment, while an additional disease-specific mortality rate
(‘σ’) is applied to the IV and IU compartments. In order to maintain a closed population and a constant
population size N, a new birth is introduced into the susceptible compartment for every death.
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Figure 5. Structure of the compartmental model. The rectangular boxes represent the different categories
in which the population is structured. The dark blue arrows stand for the transitions that occur between the
different categories. The birth and death flows are represented by the red and purple arrows respectively.

Transmission dynamics. We assume that fully susceptible individuals are exposed to infection
through the transmission rate (‘β’). A variable proportion (‘i’) of vaccinated individuals derive complete
protection, while the remaining proportion (1 −  i) are conferred a reduction in the risk of infection (‘α
’).
α
 is calculated to maintain the target vaccine efficacy of α, through the equation α = i + (1 − i ) α
. At
one extreme, with the parameter i equal to α and α
 equal to zero an ‘AoN’ vaccine is modelled. In contrast with i =  0, the vaccine is entirely ‘leaky’, with every vaccinated individual having a reduction in the
risk of infection α
 equal to α. This latter configuration is considered at baseline. In either case, the
transmission rate for vaccinated individuals who are incompletely protected is β vacc = (1 − α
) β .
Duration of infectiousness (‘γ’), latency multiplier (‘l’) and natural immunity (‘b’) are unaffected by
vaccination status, with the natural immunity parameter permitting a modified risk of re-infection by
comparison to primary infection. Similarly, the multiplier c allows modification of infectiousness for
vaccinated infected individuals (see eqs. (3) and (8)).
Differential equations. The differential equations for unvaccinated individuals are given by:
dSU
= − β . SU (IU + c . I V ) − µ . SU + (1 − f ) B
dt

(2)

dEU
1
EU − µ . EU
= (β . SU + b. β . SU 2 ) (IU + c . I V ) −
dt
l. γ

(3)

dIU
1
1
=
E U − I U − (µ + σ ) I U
dt
l. γ
γ

(4)

dSU 2
dt

=

1
IU − b. β . SU 2 (IU + c . I V ) − µ . SU 2
γ

(5)

where

B = µ . N + σ (IU + I V ).

(6 )

The differential equations for vaccinated individuals are given by:

dSV
= − β vacc . SV (IU + c . I V ) − µ . SV + (1 − i ) f . B
dt

(7)

dE V
1
= (β vacc . SV + b. β vacc . SV 2 ) (IU + c . I V ) −
E V − µ. E V
l. γ
dt

(8)
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Figure 6. Different measures of vaccine effectiveness. Effectiveness is estimated by comparing disease
incidences across the different population groups. The left and right boxes represent simulation scenarios
with and without vaccination. All are measured in the model. Direct effectiveness is assessed in clinical
trials. Overall effectiveness is the most important from a public health perspective.

dI V
1
1
=
E V − I V − (µ + σ ) I V
γ
dt
l. γ
dSV 2
dt

=

1
I V − b. β vacc . SV 2 (IU + c . I V ) − µ . SV 2
γ
dR
= i. f . B − µ. R
dt

(9)

(10)

(11)

We used the software R version 3.1.2 with the package deSolve version 1.11 to obtain numerical
solutions to this system of differential equations.

Effectiveness calculation. We measure three estimates of vaccine effectiveness by comparing pre(f =  0) and post-vaccination equilibriums (Fig. 6). We use attack rates to calculate the different indicators of vaccine effectiveness, obtained by dividing the number of new cases per year by the size of the
corresponding population. Three attack rates are calculated: AR0 corresponds to the attack rate in the
pre-vaccination population at equilibrium, while ARV and ARU correspond to the attack rate for vaccinated and unvaccinated populations at equilibrium after vaccine introduction. Therefore, we define the
direct, indirect and overall vaccine effectiveness as follows:
V E direct =

ARU − ARV
ARU

(12)

V E indirect =

AR 0 − ARU
AR 0

(13)

AR 0 − {f . ARV + (1 − f ) ARU }
AR 0

(14)

V E overall =

We focus on direct (VEdirect) and overall effectiveness (VEoverall), as these represent the apparent impact
and the overall impact of vaccination respectively.
Calculation of the transmission rate β. As the transmission rate can be difficult to estimate for many
infectious diseases, we chose to not attribute any single value to β to the model. Instead, β is calculated
from the other parameters, through the equation for the basic reproductive number:

R0 =

β . N / l. γ
(1 / l. γ + µ)(1 / γ + µ + σ )

(15)

By rearranging equation (15), we obtain the following expression for β:

β = (R 0. l. γ / N )(1 / l. γ + µ)(1 / γ + µ + σ )

(16)

Parameter variation. Only two parameters are fixed: the natural death rate μ (16/1000 person/year, i.e.
62.5 years life expectancy) and the infectiousness duration γ (1 month). The other parameters are varied
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singly and in pairs to identify interactions with the potential to affect vaccine effectiveness. For each
simulation, every parameter not being analyzed is held at a fixed baseline value. The baseline value and
range of variation of each parameter are presented in Table 1. Note that the proportion of individuals
totally immunized after vaccination cannot exceed vaccine efficacy (i.e. i is bounded by α).
For the latency multiplier l, the absence of latency is approximated by a very low value (l =  10−10)
since a null value is not admissible in the model (see eqs. (2), (3), (6) and (7)).
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